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E/CONF.91/L.68/Addendum 1

Chapter II

SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE CONFERENCE

A. Plenary meetings

Reports by divisions and governments on the situation in their

regions and countries and on the progress made in the

standardization of geographical names since

the Sixth Conference fitem 4)

1. The report of Slovenia (E/CONF.91/L.52) stated that in 1986,

the Executive Council of Slovenia appointed a Commission for the

Standardization of Geographical Names at the suggestion and

encouragement of the Surveying and Mapping Authority and the

Slovenian Geographical Society. The government of Slovenia re-

appointed the Commission in 1995. The Commission will soon

publish a gazetteer of official names for communities. The

source for standardized names are topographic maps at a scale of

1:25,000; 1:10,000; and 1:5,000. Additionally, there are about

200,000 names from various sources that are not standardized and

may be problematic. The Commission will address these issues.

Minority names have caused complex problems, but cooperation with

local experts has resulted in the appropriate name on the map

followed by the secondary Slovenian name. There has been work to

use the geographical names database in a Geographic Information

System (GIS) application, and the Commission for Geographical

Names Standardization has established a web site for information
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regarding names standardization.

2. Local experts have been working closely with the Slovenian

government and Geographical Names Commission for many years and

represent the local jurisdiction in multilingual areas.

3. The issue of transliteration systems used for names in

Slovenia that are not in the Roman alphabet is still being

researched, but many foreign government and private sources have

been utilized. The original form is used as much as possible

with the Slovenian translation often appearing in parentheses.

4. Morocco reported (E/CONF.91/CRP.26) that geographical names

are of great importance in Morocco, especially relating to

cartographic application as well as road signs, cultural

heritage, and socio-economic application. Therefore,

considerable effort is made to standardize names in accordance

with the resolutions and recommendations of the United Nations.

Standardization is primarily achieved through the organization

responsible for cadastral and cartographic activities. Research

conducted at universities has also provided valuable support, and

this research has resulted in the publication of books and theses

on names standardization. The primary goals are the use of

standardized geographical names on standard and special maps; on

new maps at a scale of 1:25,000; on revised maps; and on the base

map of the country. The National Committee has organized

international meetings through universities, and is in contact

with the Arab League and the Arabic Language Commission. There

has been an official publication of the new administrative
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situation, and an official map portraying this structure will

soon be released. It was also announced that May 1997 through

May 1998 is the official year of Ibn Batouta, and there have been

numerous activities in celebration. The airport at Tangiers has

been renamed Ibn Batouta International Airport, and a postage

stamp commemorating the year of Ibn Batouta has been issued.

5. The delegate of the United Kingdom indicated that there has

been some confusion regarding the new administrative situation

within Morocco. Specifically, Prefectures and Provinces seem to

appear as both first and second order administrative divisions.

It was explained that the current structure is standardized, and

the order of hierarchy is Region, Prefecture, Sub-prefecture, and

Province.

6. With regard to the Amended Beirut System of 1972, the

delegate from Morocco explained that this transliteration system

is in use it was developed from the Encyclopedia of Islam in the

early part of the century, and was then modified in 1972 into

the present system. Since the Third Conference in 1977, this

sytem has been accepted for use, except for four characters. All

but one character have now been resolved. Only the guttural zd

remains problematic.

7. The Moroccan delegate confirmed that a system to modify the

Amended Beirut System of 1972 would likely be put forward.

8. The delegate of Algeria indicated that there may be a

resolution to organize a Conference of Arabic countries to

resolve the issue.
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9. The report of Croatia (E/CONF.91/CRP.38) stated that there

is no national body addressing the standardization of

geographical names in Croatia, but some efforts are being made to

establish such a body. Presently, Parliament decides on names of

administrative divisions, and community names are decided by the

Council of Counties. Local jurisdictions decide the names for

streets and squares, but the names of physical features are not

yet standardized. The mapping agency is at present in a state of

re-organization, and is concentrating on the eventual production

of topographic maps at a scale of 1:25,000. There is a military

mapping agency as well as an office for providing hydrographic

charts. Croatian is the official language, but names in minority

languages can be used if authorized by local jurisdictions and

such names may be found in use in Istria (Italian) and Bjelouar

and Daruvar (Czech). While some research on toponymic themes has

been done by linguists, geographers, and cartographers, there has

as yet been little collaboration with mapmakers. A gazetteer of

"settlements" has been published.

10. The report of Nigeria (E/CONF.91/CRP.42) stated that a

National Committee for Standardization of Geographical Names was

established in the early 1970s, and three editions of a National

Gazetteer were published. After a period of inactivity, the

Committee was established by a Decree in 1989. The Committee

has been formulating and establishing principles, policies, and

procedures as well as toponymic guidelines. Also, the

requirements of the Geographic Information System (GIS)
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environment have re-vitalized the work of the names committee.

Almost the entire country is covered by maps at a scale of

1:50,000 and these maps are the basis for the third edition of

the National Gazetteer. Much field work is now necessary because

of major internal administrative changes. Once this field work

is complete, the fourth edition of the National Gazetteer is

expected later in 1998. This fourth edition will form the basis

for establishing an automated database, although names from a

variety of additional sources will be added. The delegate

emphasized the importance of preliminary and continuous training

and cited valuable training received in the staff offices of the

United States Board on Geographic Names in 1980.

11. Romania reported (E/CONF.91/CPR.44) that toponymic field

activity has continued to collect names for use on the base map

series at a scale of 1:25,000. Also, the Historical Geographical

Atlas of Romania was published in 199* and first two volumes of

the Geographical Encyclopedia of Romania were published in 1996

and 1997. For the one hundredth anniversary of the publication

of the Great Geographical Dictionary of Romania, the Geographical

Society of Romania is preparing a new edition. A gazetteer of

Romania is in preparation by the Geographical Institute of

Romania, and the version of the UNGEGN Glossary of Topnymic

Terminology is Romanian is underway. There have been toponymic

courses in support of field work, and the National Office for

Cadastre, Geodesy, and Cartography established in 1996 is

examining the possibility of becoming the national toponymic
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authority.

12. The linguistic realities of minority language forms are

reflected on maps and in the gazetteer.

13. The report of Peru (E/CONF.91/CRP.45) stated that the

standardization of geographical names in Peru has been affected

by various historical aspects. Many names were translated from

indigenous languages and their dialects, and there were also

elements of language introduced from Africa. The National

Geographical Institute has been responsible for national

cartography since 1921, and has evolved into the "de facto"

authority from geographical names because the names on these

cartographic products are used by all organizations. Interviews

conducted during field work and supported by verification from

other sources form the basis for the standardized toponyny.

Special problems exist and must be overcome because of the

various dialects of the indigenous languages as well as idiomatic

references in these languages. Another problem that is being

addressed is resolution of the occurrence of numerous duplicate

names, especially those of streets. The toponymy of Peru is

highly varied and complex and requires special attention in

achieving the goal of standardization. The delegate emphasized

the importance of training and cited the positive results of the

course in applied toponymy held on Lima in 1995 amd offered under

the auspices of the Pan American Institute of Geography and

History.

14. It was stated that there is evidence of names of Arabic
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origin in Peru, but additional research is required for more

definitive information.

Commemorating the thirtieth anniversary of the First

United Nations Conference on the Standardization

of Geographical Names (item 9)

15. The President drew attention to the fact that one of the

delegates from Cyprus participated since the First Conference.

The President further cited and emphasized the achievements and

accomplishments, technical and otherwise, made by the Member

States and the work of the Committees over the past thirty years.

16. The delegate of Iran presented a paper (E/CONF.91/L.59)

highlighting the accomplishments and contributions of two noted

scholars, geographer and toponymist, Nasser-Khasrow who published

an account of his travels, discoveries, and observations in 444

A.M. He made highly valuable contributions to the geographical

knowledge of the time and especially to early toponymy by

recording and describing more than 750 geographical names.

Istakhri also travelled widely and established himself as a great

geographer and toponymist. He made sharp and relevant

observations, and was cited by numerous geographical scholars who

followed. His books gave full account of his accurate

observations which included the name and location of each

feature in his accounts.

17. The delegate from the United Kingdom applauded the paper,

and noted its usefulness and relevance. He asked about the

reference to Darya-ye-Khazar (Caspian Sea). It was explained
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that Darya-ye-Qazrin was used historically, but now Darya-ye-

Khazar is used within Iran, and Darya-ye-Mazandaran is used by

Iran for international cartography.

18. The delegate of Israel presented a summary of a

comprehensive paper (E/CONF.91/L.14) on Ptolemy. Ptolemy's work

is of major importance and involved the use of geography,

history, cartography, linguistics, toponymy, and more. He

described physical and cultural conditions as well as phonetics

and the change of names from one language to another. His

cartographic applications utilized coordinates and elevation,

depicting three dimensional space, to which he added order of

precedence or history thereby adding the fourth dimension of

change through the time. His greatest work is the Geographica or

Cosmographica which was published in eight books. The first

focused on methodology and books two through seven listed and

described more than 8,000 geographical names. Book eight was an

atlas of maps directly referencing the earth's surface and using

for the first time a gridded system of coordinates.

19. The report of Morocco (E/CONF.91/CRP.35) noted the

importance of the Conferences, and made reference to numerous

accomplishments over the past 30 years. He also cited the names

of the President of each conference.

First Conference Mr. Meridith "Pete" Burrill (United States)
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Second Conference Mr. H.A.G. Lewis (United Kingdom)

Third Conference Mr. L. Mavridis (Greece)

Fourth Conference Mr. D.P. Blok (Netherlands)

Fifth Conference Mr. Jean-Paul Drolet (Canada)

Sixth Conference

Seventh Conference

exploits and great

Mr. Abdelhadi Tazi (Morocco)

Mr. Peter E. Raper (South Africa)

20. The delegate from Morocco presented a paper summarizing the

contributions of the accomplished, respected,

and revered scholar and geographer, Ibn Batouta. He travelled

extensively from Tangiers throughout North Africa, the Middle

East, India, and China, then returning to Morocco. He wrote

eloquently of his travels and observations. His written accounts

are lucid and reflect keen observations establishing him as an

extraordinary geographer and toponymist. His important

observations and analyses have been shared among the world's

major cultures, and his work has been rendered into more than 20

languages. He was the first to properly transcribe many

geographical names, and cited more than 1,000 names. His work

is noted for its high degree of credibility.

21. The President then asked Mr. Randall, observer from the

United States, to comment on a paper presented by Mr. Burrill at

the Sixth United Nations Conference on the Standardization of

Geographical Names in 1992. Mr. Burrill was one of the founders

of the UNGEGN and responsible for the formulation of many topics

considered by UNGEGN. The paper highlighted aspects of UNGEGN

including its relevance and evolution. The paper will be
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published in the next UNGEGN Newsletter.

Arrangements for the Eighth Conference (item 19)

22. The President introduced the proposed provisional agenda for

the Eighth Conference on the Standardization of Geographical

Names. There was an explanation of how the agenda was determined

and a discussion of the items then followed.

23. The Conference decided that the item "Education and practice"

should not be split into two agenda items. At a later date it

could be decided which Committee would address this issue.

24. The item on web sites was discussed, and it was decided that

this should remain as a separate agenda item, which could be

included under the work of Committee II or Committee III.

25. The inclusion and separation of Division and Government

reports was discussed, and they were retained as separate items,

with the reference to meetings of divisions also included in a

separate agenda item.

26. The presentations of country reports in summary form was

emphasized. The Rapporteur indicated that written summaries

would assist the reporting of the most salient items from country

reports.

27. Elimination of "Conversion into non-roman writing systems"

was discussed. At this time it is still retained as an agenda

item.

28. The emphasis on the work of Committees and the practical

considerations of the limited time for report writing for

Committee III were mentioned as considerations in establishing
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the final agenda.

29. The discussion turned to a date for the Eighth Conference.

The Executive Secretary indicated that ECOSOC is reviewing all

conferences and this review may have an effect. It was suggested

that the Eighth Conference on the Standardization of Geographical

Names be scheduled for the second half of the year 2002.

30. As the Seventh Conference was held later than originally

scheduled, the question of holding one or two UNGEGN Sessions

before the Eight Conference was raised.
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